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Why fiction is good for you 

The beautiful lies of novels, movies, and TV stories have surprisingly powerful effects — and may 

even help make society tick 

Is fiction good for us? We spend huge chunks of our lives immersed in novels, films, TV shows, and 

other forms of fiction. Some see this as a positive thing, arguing that made-up stories cultivate our mental 

and moral development. But others have argued that fiction is mentally and ethically corrosive. It’s an 

ancient question: Does fiction build the morality of individuals and societies, or does it break it down? 

This controversy has been flaring up — sometimes literally, in the form of book burnings — ever since 

Plato tried to ban fiction from his ideal republic. In 1961, FCC chairman Newton Minow famously said 

that television was not working in “the public interest” because its “formula comedies about totally 

unbelievable families, blood and thunder, mayhem, violence, sadism, murder, western bad men, western 

good men, private eyes, gangsters, more violence, and cartoons” amounted to a “vast wasteland.” And 

what he said of TV programming has also been said, over the centuries, of novels, theater, comic books, 

and films: They are not in the public interest. 

Until recently, we’ve only been able to guess about the actual psychological effects of fiction on 

individuals and society. But new research in psychology and broad-based literary analysis is finally 

taking questions about morality out of the realm of speculation. This research consistently shows that 

fiction does mold us. The more deeply we are cast under a story’s spell, the more potent its influence. In 

fact, fiction seems to be more effective at changing beliefs than nonfiction, which is designed to persuade 

through argument and evidence. Studies show that when we read nonfiction, we read with our shields up. 

We are critical and skeptical. But when we are absorbed in a story, we drop our intellectual guard. We are 

moved emotionally, and this seems to make us rubbery and easy to shape. 

ut perhaps the most impressive finding is just how fiction shapes us: mainly for the better, not for the 

worse. Fiction enhances our ability to understand other people; it promotes a deep morality that cuts 

across religious and political creeds. More peculiarly, fiction’s happy endings seem to warp our sense of 

reality. They make us believe in a lie: that the world is more just than it actually is. But believing that lie 

has important effects for society — and it may even help explain why humans tell stories in the first place. 

It’s not hard to see why social critics have often been dismayed by fiction. We spend a huge amount of 

time lost in stories, with the average American spending four hours per day watching television alone. 

And if the sheer time investment were not enough, there’s the content. Since fiction’s earliest beginnings, 

morally repulsive behavior has been a great staple of the stories we tell. From the sickening sexual 

violence of “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo,” to the deranged sadism of Shakespeare’s Titus 

Andronicus, to Oedipus stabbing his eyes out in disgust, to the horrors portrayed on TV shows like 

“Breaking Bad” and “CSI” — throughout time, the most popular stories have often featured the most 

unpleasant subject matter. Fiction’s obsession with filth and vice has led critics of different stripes to 

condemn plays, novels, comic books, and TV for corroding values and corrupting youth. 

Moreover, it’s clear that these stories really can change our views. As the psychologist Raymond Mar 

writes, “Researchers have repeatedly found that reader attitudes shift to become more congruent with the 

ideas expressed in a [fictional] narrative.” For example, studies reliably show that when we watch a TV 

show that treats gay families nonjudgmentally (say, “Modern Family”), our own views on homosexuality 

are likely to move in the same nonjudgmental direction. History, too, reveals fiction’s ability to change 
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our values at the societal level, for better and worse. For example, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s “Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin” helped bring about the Civil War by convincing huge numbers of Americans that blacks are 

people, and that enslaving them is a mortal sin. On the other hand, the 1915 film “The Birth of a Nation” 

inflamed racist sentiments and helped resurrect an all but defunct KKK. 

So those who are concerned about the messages in fiction — whether they are conservative or 

progressive — have a point. Fiction is dangerous because it has the power to modify the principles of 

individuals and whole societies. But fiction is doing something that all political factions should be able to 

get behind. Beyond the local battles of the culture wars, virtually all storytelling, regardless of genre, 

increases society’s fund of empathy and reinforces an ethic of decency that is deeper than politics. 

For a long time literary critics and philosophers have argued, along with the novelist George Eliot, that 

one of fiction’s main jobs is to “enlarge men’s sympathies.” Recent lab work suggests they are right. The 

psychologists Mar and Keith Oatley tested the idea that entering fiction’s simulated social worlds 

enhances our ability to connect with actual human beings. They found that heavy fiction readers 

outperformed heavy nonfiction readers on tests of empathy, even after they controlled for the possibility 

that people who already had high empathy might naturally gravitate to fiction. As Oatley puts it, fiction 

serves the function of “making the world a better place by improving interpersonal understanding.” 

Follow-up studies have reached similar conclusions. For example, one study showed that small children 

(age 4-6) who were exposed to a large number of children’s books and films had a significantly stronger 

ability to read the mental and emotional states of other people. Novelists such as Leo Tolstoy and John 

Gardner have contended that fiction is morally beneficial, and here, too, research is bearing them out. 

While fiction often dwells on lewdness, depravity, and simple selfishness, storytellers virtually always put 

us in a position to judge wrongdoing, and we do so with gusto. As the Brandeis literary scholar William 

Flesch argues, fiction all over the world is strongly dominated by the theme of poetic justice. Generally 

speaking, goodness is endorsed and rewarded and badness is condemned and punished. Stories — from 

modern films to ancient fairy tales — steep us all in the same powerful norms and values. True, 

antiheroes, from Milton’s Satan to Tony Soprano, captivate us, but bad guys are almost never allowed to 

live happily ever after. And fiction generally teaches us that it is profitable to be good. 

Take a study of television viewers by the Austrian psychologist Marcus Appel. Appel points out that, for 

a society to function properly, people have to believe in justice. They have to believe that there are 

rewards for doing right and punishments for doing wrong. And, indeed, people generally do believe that 

life punishes the vicious and rewards the virtuous. But one class of people appear to believe these things 

in particular: those who consume a lot of fiction. In Appel’s study, people who mainly watched drama 

and comedy on TV — as opposed to heavy viewers of news programs and documentaries — had 

substantially stronger “just-world” beliefs. Appel concludes that fiction, by constantly exposing us to the 

theme of poetic justice, may be partly responsible for the sense that the world is, on the whole, a just 

place.This is despite the fact, as Appel puts it, “that this is patently not the case.” As people who watch 

the news know very well, bad things happen to good people all the time, and most crimes go unpunished. 

In other words, fiction seems to teach us to see the world through rose-colored lenses. And the fact that 

we see the world that way seems to be an important part of what makes human societies work. 

All these questions about the effects of fiction lead up to one big one: Why are humans storytelling 

animals at all? Why are we — as a species — so hopelessly addicted to narratives about the fake struggles 

of pretend people? Evolution is a ruthlessly utilitarian process. How has the seeming luxury of fiction —

 the apparent waste in time and creative energy — not been eliminated by the evolutionary process? 

One possibility is that fiction has hidden benefits that outweigh its costs. For instance, anthropologists 

have long argued that stories have group-level benefits. Traditional tales, from hero epics to sacred myths, 

perform the essential work of defining group identity and reinforcing cultural values. Along with three 

colleagues, the literary scholar Joseph Carroll and the psychologists John Johnson and Dan Kruger, I 
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wanted to explore the possibility that fiction generally — not just folk tales — may act as a kind of social 

glue among humans, binding fractious individuals together around common values. So we asked 

hundreds of literary scholars and avid readers to respond to a questionnaire about 19th-century British 

novels. We asked them to answer questions about the motives and personalities of characters, and to 

classify them as protagonists or antagonists; we also asked questions that explored how readers felt about 

these characters. The results showed that antagonists and protagonists had sharply differentiated 

personalities. Antagonists were overwhelmingly driven by motives of power, wealth, and prestige. They 

didn’t care about winning mates, making friends, or even helping their own kin. They were loveless, 

emotionally isolated egomaniacs. The protagonists, meanwhile, were keen on romance and eager to help 

their friends and relatives. 

These results, which will be published in a book called “Graphing Jane Austen,” may seem unsurprising: 

In short, our heroes are heroes. But our findings were consistent with the work of the anthropologist Chris 

Boehm, who studies social dynamics in hunter-gatherers. Boehm notes that hunter-gatherers are 

egalitarian, with all members of the tribe coming together to suppress bully-boy behavior in individuals. 

The same kind of dynamic applies in the simulated social worlds of Victorian novels. The bad guys in 

these ultra-“civilized” Victorian novels were like the bullies in a hunter-gatherer band, while the good 

guys were self-effacing and cooperative. Our survey respondents reacted to the characters as though they 

were real people: They admired the protagonists, disliked the antagonists, felt happy when the good guys 

succeeded, and felt sad or angry when they were threatened. By simulating a world where antisocial 

behavior is strongly condemned and punished, these novels were promoting ancient human values. And 

from these books, and from fiction more broadly, readers learn by association that if they are more like 

the protagonists, they’ll be more likely to live happily ever after. 

Fiction is often treated like a mere frill in human life, if not something worse. But the emerging science of 

story suggests that fiction is good for more than kicks. By enhancing empathy, fiction reduces social 

friction. At the same time, story exerts a kind of magnetic force, drawing us together around common 

values. In other words, most fiction, even the trashy stuff, appears to be in the public interest after all. 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/ideas/2012/04/28/why-fiction-good-for-you-how-fiction-changes-your-

world/nubDy1P3viDj2PuwGwb3KO/story.html 
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Americans don’t know their neighbors anymore—and that’s bad for the future of 

democracy 
 

The traditional myth of small-town America is that neighbors engage in a social contract, wherein they 

know each other and the government (or a large corporation) is a distant presence that rarely intrudes into 

daily life. Today, this social contract of privacy has been inverted: where once Americans were 

anonymous to elites and transparent to their neighbors, now corporations know everything about them—

and their neighbors know next to nothing. And that is a conclusion with profound implications for the 

future of our country. 

 

This breakdown has been in the works for decades. In 2000, Harvard public policy professor Robert 

Putnam published Bowling Alone, a study of the decline of trust in American communities. Putnam 

documented how, since World War II, Americans have slowly become more and more disconnected from 

the traditional civic institutions of American life—things like local government meetings, church 

services, voter participation, and union membership. Putnam argued that technology, namely, television 

and the (still early) World Wide Web, was “individualizing” leisure time, thus cracking the traditional 

social bonds that held society together. 

Indeed, Pew surveys over the last decade suggest that every year Americans know less and less about 

their neighbors—a large change from 30 years ago, when most people in most communities at least knew 

the names of those who lived nearby. Civility was as much an institution in America as any club or 

religious group. 

Of course, the push to be civil covered up a lot of ugliness—particularly the oppression of women, 

minorities, and LGBT people. But it also provided common ground where people could meet and talk 

without assuming mendacity—albeit typically in homogenous groups. And indeed, there are endless think 

pieces lamenting the supposed end to civility, and what that means for us as a culture. 

 

But civility is not the only measure of how communities function. The early promise of the internet was 

that someone would not need to be best friends with their physical neighbors in order to be part of a 

community. And indeed, for marginalized people like LGBT children struggling with unaccepting 

parents, the internet was a godsend. Suddenly there were spaces for new types of communities, and 

indeed many people experience stronger friendships with online friends than people they know in real 

life. 

As more and more people met online, however, it became clear that the expectations of civility were 

changing too: people tended to demonize each other in a way they simply did not in real life. Social 

media conditions us to accept more extreme views, which in turn makes us more susceptible to 

conspiracy theories and sensationalism—both important cultural aspects of authoritarianism. 

Shifting our lives online also lead to a frightening loss of privacy. It used to take a tremendous amount of 

resources and time to learn about a community: intense anthropological studies, embedded researching, 

surveys, and even physical surveillance. Now our digital footprints, which document what we buy, when 

and why we message our friends, where we travel, who we know, and even what we masturbate to, are 

indexed in massive databases available to the highest bidder. 

This reversal of privacy in our society has created fault lines that were just waiting to be exploited. Then 

along came Donald J. Trump. 

Right-wing demagogues like George Wallace, Pat Buchanan, and even Ross Perot have tried this before, 

but they did not have the advantage of a growing sense of public mistrust. Trump and his campaign built 

a database detailing what sorts of issues mobilize people online, and then targeted those communities. 

According to a detailed report in Bloomberg Businessweek, this included both mobilization (i.e. getting 

people to donate and get out the vote) and demobilization (convincing potential Democrat voters to stay 

home). Unlike Barack Obama’s “big data” operation, which targeted individuals with appealing messages 

based on surveys about local issues that would mobilize voters, Trump instead offered disconnected 

http://www.pewinternet.org/2010/06/09/neighbors-online/
http://cityobservatory.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/CityObservatory_Less_In_Common.pdf
http://www.politico.com/story/2010/11/why-this-fear-of-a-civility-pledge-045592
http://www.politico.com/story/2010/11/why-this-fear-of-a-civility-pledge-045592
http://www.cyberpsychology.eu/view.php?cisloclanku=2012120304
http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/the-psychology-of-online-comments
https://qz.com/843228/facebook-extremism-and-fake-news-how-facebook-is-training-us-to-be-conspiracy-theorists/
http://www.vox.com/2016/3/1/11127424/trump-authoritarianism
http://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2013/09/30/226835934/your-digital-trail-and-how-it-can-be-used-against-you
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-27/inside-the-trump-bunker-with-12-days-to-go
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/509026/how-obamas-team-used-big-data-to-rally-voters/
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Americans who had grown distrustful of their neighbors the opportunity to join a broader community, 

however vaguely defined. 

 

So where do we go from here? It is difficult to reverse social trends, and typically inadvisable too. In the 

16th century, for example, the Swiss biologist Conrad Gessner, the founder of modern zoology, lamented 

that the printing press had led to a “confusing and harmful abundance of books” and urged the various 

monarchs to regulate how and when new books could be published. History suggests that massive social 

change is accompanied by panic and even frustration. But there is no real reason to hold onto crumbling 

social orders. The Civil Rights and Women’s Suffrage movements upended old social orders in America, 

and the country was better for it. 

One of the criticisms of Harvard’s Putnam was that he did not consider new social arrangements when 

examining civic life—people might attend fewer city council meetings, but they attended things like 

soccer games. The “soccer moms” were forming new civic institutions that simply weren’t measured 

through traditional metrics. 

Looking ahead, we should accept that we cannot really rebuild the traditional idea of privacy. That era is 

more or less over; we simply cannot hide ourselves from the marketers or the government. But we do 

need to think critically about the social bonds that used to tie us together as Americans. Something else is 

growing to replace the old, traditional bonds, but whether that news system is good or bad is unclear. 

 

A growing backlash to unfettered harassment on Twitter, plus discontent with how Facebook 

inadvertently spreads fake news and enables conspiracists to silence their critics, shows that people are 

starting to think about how to build new online social contracts. In order to prevent the rise of 

demagogues, we need to find ways to create stronger communities online based on mutual trust—like the 

niche communities of the early internet, but on a larger scale. Whether that will happen, and what forms 

those communities may take, is up to us. 

 
https://qz.com/916801/americans-dont-know-their-neighbors-anymore-and-thats-bad-for-the-future-of-democracy/ 

 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3654293
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3654293
https://www.buzzfeed.com/charliewarzel/a-honeypot-for-assholes-inside-twitters-10-year-failure-to-s
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/nov/29/facebook-fake-news-problem-experts-pitch-ideas-algorithms
https://sciencebasedmedicine.org/facebooks-reporting-algorithm-abused-by-antivaccinationists-to-silence-pro-science-advocates/
https://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/11/24/why-do-we-enjoy-reality-tv-researchers-say-its-more-about-empathy-than-humiliation/
https://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/11/24/why-do-we-enjoy-reality-tv-researchers-say-its-more-about-empathy-than-humiliation/
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Why do we enjoy reality TV? Researchers say it’s more about empathy 

than humiliation 

Television programs portraying ordinary people in unexpected situations are almost as old as the medium 

of television itself. First aired in 1984, Candid Camera is often seen as a prototype of the reality show. 

Its premise was simple – unsuspecting people were confronted with unusual, funny situations and filmed 

with hidden cameras. However, the genre exploded as a phenomenon in the late 1990s and 2000s with the 

global success of such series as Survivor, Idol, and Big Brother, and to this day many people continue to 

abandon their own activities for the voyeuristic other. 

Reality shows have not only amassed incredible popularity but have also become an object of severe, 

wide-ranging criticism. Among the most serious complaints is the allegation that the shows rely on 

viewers’ enjoyment of the humiliation and degradation of participants. It is quite difficult to find an 

individual who is indifferent to such programmes. We either hate reality shows or we watch them, quite 

often without considering why. 

Up until now, scholarly opinion on the subject has been divided. Some maintain that the shows’ appeal 

constitutes an extension of fictional drama, and is thus driven by positive feelings like empathy and 

compassion. Others claim that reality TV viewers are driven by a voyeuristic desire to intrude on others 

and to see them in their most private and embarrassing moments. Michal Hershman Shitrit and Jonathan 

Cohen from University of Haifa in Israel recently tested these contrasting perspectives for a study in the 

Journal Of Media Psychology. 

They surveyed 183 participants about 12 different reality shows including local versions of well-known 

productions such as Big Brother, American Idol, So You Think You Can Dance, Master Chef, 

and Super Nanny. Participants stated how often they watched each show, how much they enjoyed the 

shows, the extent to which they would want to participate if offered a chance, how happy they would be if 

a family member was interested in participating, etc. Among the most important questions were ones 

involving self-disclosure (items asked to what extent one would reveal to a stranger various types of 

information, such as “Your personal habits” or “Things you have done and feel guilty about.”), as the 

researchers hypothesized that self-disclosure would be positively correlated with one’s own willingness to 

participate in reality shows. 

The idea behind the questions about loved ones participating was to measure attitudes towards 

participation at a slight distance, independent from the respondents’ own personality traits and 

willingness to participate. Shitrit and Cohen assumed that if people do not wish to be humiliated or see 

their loved ones publicly humiliated, and at the same time they enjoy reality shows for the humiliation 

involved, one would expect a negative correlation between enjoyment and willingness to participate. If, 

on the other hand, empathy is the main reason why people enjoy these shows, the correlation should be 

positive. 

Overall, interest in participating in reality shows was not very high, but crucially, the more that 

participants said they enjoyed the shows, the more likely they were to say that they’d like to participate, 

or for a loved one to participate. Unsurprisingly, participants who scored highly in the self-disclosure 

measure also tended to be more interested in participating in reality shows. On the whole, approval for 

family members’ participation in reality shows was higher than the desire for self-participation. 

Shitrit and Cohen concluded that this tricky and innovative test of the real reasons behind enjoyment of 

reality shows allowed them to discover that humiliation is not the central motivation, which must rather 

be empathy. 

https://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/11/24/why-do-we-enjoy-reality-tv-researchers-say-its-more-about-empathy-than-humiliation/
https://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/11/24/why-do-we-enjoy-reality-tv-researchers-say-its-more-about-empathy-than-humiliation/
http://econtent.hogrefe.com/doi/abs/10.1027/1864-1105/a000186
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Are these findings good news for all those who enjoy reality shows and for those who would like to 

perceive human creatures as good and positive? I would not be so eager to shout the good news to the 

whole world. Humans are quite complex creatures. Not only do we love others, but quite often we do not 

like some of them, and at times even hate them. I wonder what results would be generated by a study in 

which we asked participants not about their loved ones, but rather those they despised? Isn’t it true that 

we are overly optimistic not only about ourselves but also about our loved ones, and we can’t imagine 

that we or they would find themselves in embarrassing situations? Conversely, isn’t it the case that we 

would like to see our enemies embarrass themselves, and we can easily imagine this occurring? In which 

case, surely it’s possible that we enjoy reality shows in part because of feeling empathy and sympathy 

when watching participants we like, while at the same time finding enjoyment in seeing those we do not 

like in their most humiliating and embarrassing moments? 

I think that before we trumpet to the whole world the researchers’ “good news” interpretation of their 

study, it would be desirable to get answers to these questions first. 

https://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/11/24/why-do-we-enjoy-reality-tv-researchers-say-its-more-about-empathy-than-

humiliation/ 
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Lab-made meat could be the next food revolution: here’s what it tastes like 

Author Paul Shapiro tried the first foie gras made in a laboratory – it was rich, buttery, savory, 

and very decadent, just as one would expect 

As I sit in the Hampton Creek kitchen in January 2017, a team of scientists is hard at work behind me 

making the world’s first clean foie gras, while developing cell lines of various other species. One of those 

scientists is Aparna Subramanian. A stem cell biologist with fifteen years of experience, Subramanian 

commutes to San Francisco every week from LA, where her husband and children live, to spend her time 

growing and feeding farm animal cell lines.  

Two months prior, Eitan Fischer, director of the food technology company’s clean meat division, Project 

Jake, had reached out to her on LinkedIn. She at first thought it was a joke. “It’s the craziest thing I’ve 

ever worked on,” she says. “I didn’t think this was for real.” She describes an experience from the early 

days of the Project Jake lab. “To establish a new line, we have to source the starting material– the cells –

from actual birds.” They partnered with a local pasture-based farm to identify the highest-quality birds to 

painlessly source the cells from (there are even stem cells at the root of a detached feather, she 

explains).“Ian” was the lucky chicken chosen for the task. “We got Ian from the farm and brought him to 

his new backyard home where, rather than being slaughtered at only a few weeks old” – Subramanian 

tears up – “he’ll live out his life as a chicken should.” Meeting Ian, she recounts, “reminded me that 

despite the many late nights in the lab, this is all worth it. We’re doing it for them.”Since she is 

responsible for making some of the world’s first animal-free meat, the irony is that Subramanian – whose 

vegetarianism is religiously based – won’t get to taste the fruits, or meats, of her labor.“It’s real meat,” 

she explains, “an animal product.”  

Thanks to them, we may today be witnessing the start of the next food revolution: cellular agriculture, the 

process of growing real animal meat and other animal products in a lab while leaving the animals alone. 

Using technology first developed by academics and the medical field and now being commercialized by 

several startups, innovators are taking tiny biopsies of animals’ muscle and then culturing those cells to 

grow more muscle outside the animals’ bodies. If these startups succeed, they may do more to upend our 

dysfunctional food system than perhaps any other innovation. They offer the promise of solving 

enormous environmental, food security and economic challenges posed by our growing global population 

– that is, assuming they get the funding, regulatory approval, and consumer acceptance necessary to 

market their products on a global scale. 

Josh Tetrick, CEO of Hampton Creek, which he co-founded with Josh Balk in 2011 in an effort to 

produce plant-based alternatives to foods that traditionally require eggs, decided in 2016 to go all in on 

clean meat. With his company now valued at more than a billion dollars, he intends to start spending 

millions of dollars a year researching the race to commercialize clean meat. Through this initiative, 

Hampton Creek is hoping to eliminate chicken suffering altogether. There are thirty-five million cattle 

slaughtered for food annually in the United States, compared to nearly nine billion chickens. Chickens, 

turkeys and ducks raised for meat are typically confined inside windowless warehouses by the tens of 

thousands for their entire lives. 

As Hampton Creek’s Project Jake got started under Fischer, the research challenges quickly became clear. 

“It has to be serum-free, for starters. That’s step number one,” Fischer says, acknowledging that the use of 

any animal-based blood serum to feed cells is really a nonstarter for both ethical and financial reasons. He 

goes on to describe the need for cheaper nutrients (“media”) to feed those cells. “More importantly, we 

need growth factors or mimetics that are dramatically less expensive than now. It’s one thing to use them 

for medical tissue engineering. But for a commercial food application, we just have to bring the cost way, 

way down.” 
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Fischer and the second member on his team, David Bowman, were coming up with their initial research 

plan. “What if we could get to market quickly with a technically easier-to-make product, but also one 

which would be a high-end luxury product that chefs and foodies everywhere would want to get their 

hands on?” Bowman asked the team. He’d worked with liver cells before coming to Hampton Creek, and 

suggested that foie gras (fatty duck liver) particularly stood out: the delicacy product is marketed at such a 

high price that getting a clean version of it to be cost-competitive would be less difficult than trying to 

compete with commodity chicken at first. Tetrick and Balk were intrigued. “It’s a poultry product,” 

Fischer agreed, “making it a good candidate to start with, since the cell lines and media conditions would 

be relevant to similar products we want to make such as other duck meats, chicken liver, and other 

poultry products.” 

The process, it turns out, really is easier than culturing muscle cells in vitro, as liver may be easier to 

grow without serum than muscle, which would slash the cost of production. Moreover, if you feed liver 

cells too much sugar, they get fattier and fattier to the point where they mimic the hepatic lipidosis that’s 

induced in ducks and geese when they’re force-fed to produce the delicacy. The dish has been a cultural 

flashpoint for years in the debates over animal welfare. In order to coax the bird’s liver to become fatty, 

producers must use a pipe to force-feed the birds daily more than they’d ever eat naturally, causing the 

liver to balloon up to 10 times its normal size. Hampton Creek’s goal isn’t to focus on foie gras just to 

displace the fatty liver industry. Instead, it’s to build a complete technology platform, one that would 

enable the developments of countless products, and especially poultry.  

But the path is still far from clear. The first question is whether actual foie gras consumers – people who 

may typically place a high value on what they perceive as an artisanal food – would even want to eat a 

lab-produced version. Fischer is optimistic. It’s possible there are some foie gras consumers who’d prefer 

a cruelty-free version, but most people eating foie gras are aware of the controversy surrounding its 

production and yet still order it. Many foie gras consumers may have as much fidelity to the “heritage” or 

tradition of foie gras as they do to its taste alone. Because of that uphill battle, Hampton Creek will have 

to ensure its fatty liver is truly on par with the traditional version, lest it appeal solely to those who today 

wouldn’t consider eating force-fed foie gras on ethical grounds. 

Whether this will be enough to revolutionize the $3 billion global foie gras market is yet to be seen. But 

even if the product won’t be a bestseller anytime soon within the niche category, Fischer estimates that 

going this route will hasten the commercialization of the first clean-meat product, something that would 

not only generate major attention for Hampton Creek, but could also attract more research dollars as 

people see that commercialization is no longer theoretical. 

And then there’s the added value of engaging in the foie gras business in California. Due to animal 

welfare concerns, then-governor Arnold Schwarzenegger terminated the practice in California, signing a 

2004 bill that phased out production and sale of foie gras from force-fed birds by 2012. The law 

underwent many litigation challenges, but in September 2017 a federal court upheld the ban, meaning it’s 

illegal to sell foie gras in the Golden State if the birds were force-fed. “What if Hampton Creek could be 

the only company to legally produce and sell foie gras in California?” Fischer only half jokes. “Think 

that’d get some headlines?” 

With some early breakthroughs, Hampton Creek is now ready to begin taste testing its initial samples 

made with no animal serum, and I’m the first person outside of the company to get to try them. 

Thomas Bowman, the lead chef on Project Jake, had, along with his brother David, been imagining this 

kind of moment for nearly a decade. The duo daydreamed about the possibility of making cultured foie 

gras since Thomas started cooking professionally and David began culturing liver cells, and now they 

were about to debut their fantasy product to an outsider. “Foie,” as Thomas (and foie gras connoisseurs) 
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calls it, “is regarded by top chefs as perhaps the most prized animal product today.”The early prototype – 

which just like typical foie gras mousse is composed primarily of fatty duck liver, together with other 

ingredients – that he serves me looks like and smells of duck liver as far as I can tell. “This pâté de foie 

gras,” he explains, “can go for up to one hundred dollars per pound in retail.” Fischer adds: “We already 

make it in a scalable process; it’s just a matter of time until the price points are where we need them to 

be.”  

Solving a key problem in the cultured meat challenge – how to make meat without a continuous supply of 

nutrients from animals who needed to be raised and slaughtered – the Hampton Creek team was able to 

leverage its knowledge about the functionality of animal media ingredients to find viable animal-free 

replacements, much like the company had previously done with egg ingredients in mayo and cookies. 

When California’s foie gras ban took effect in 2012, I regularly did public debates with chefs who 

defended their product. Their vehemence reminded me of George W Bush speechwriter Matthew Scully’s 

quip about such foie gras defenders, pondering just how “a man rising in angry defense of a table treat has 

any business telling other people to get serious.”  

Yet here I was about to seriously consume actual foie gras. Its beige color stood out on the white ceramic 

plate before me, fork and knife on either side with a high-end napkin; it looked almost as if I were in a 

fine French restaurant. As I sat down with a crowd of Hampton Creek staff watching and awaiting my 

reaction, I felt my stomach churn just a bit at the thought of what I was about to do. Knowing that no 

duck was actually slaughtered was sufficient to persuade the rational side of my brain, but my visceral 

reaction was still intense. I cut a piece of the foie gras with my fork, raised it to my mouth, took a breath, 

and slowly pressed the foie gras with my tongue against the roof of my mouth. The flavor was 

impressive. The pâté was rich, buttery, savory, and very decadent, just as one would expect. I’m certainly 

not the best judge in this case, but as I closed my eyes and let the fatty liver melt on my tongue, the 

Hampton Creek foie gras brought me an amount of pleasure I’ll confess I was a little embarrassed to 

admit. There’s just something about fat that really makes the human brain happy. 

My typical experience in that realm would be compared to eating a fatty food like guacamole – which 

certainly does produce a lot of happiness – but this foie gras was in another league altogether. As other 

members of the Hampton Creek culinary team joined in to taste the newest iteration, reactions varied 

from surprise to relief. Fischer joked, “I had protested foie gras as a college student, and here I am, eating 

it every other week.” Even with my positive reaction, the team pressed back that it still wasn’t where they 

wanted it to be. Since this may end up being the first cultured meat to ever be commercialized, anything 

less than total perfection would be a letdown for them. “Until it scores better than the force-fed version on 

our blind tests, not a single consumer will buy this product,” says Thomas.  

Still, Tetrick keeps his eye on his biggest prize. After tasting some of the company’s clean foie gras after 

I’d had my sample, he declared that “foie gras is great. It’s an achievement we’ll be proud of and perhaps 

it builds a bridge. But we know where that bridge is leading. We want to render the current model of meat 

production totally obsolete.” On the screen, he flips through some of Hampton Creek’s drawn up models 

for a future four-hundred-thousand-square-foot meat production facility: two hundred bioreactors, 

producing seventy-six pounds of bluefin tuna per second, alongside clean Kobe beef, and – ultimately – 

what he boasts will be the best chicken meat the world has ever seen.  

“Our goal is to make this stuff so obviously better, that there’d never be a reason to choose the 

conventional kind.” Showing off their proposed timeline, he tells me, “By 2025, we’ll build the first of 

these facilities, and here” – he points to 2030– “we’re the world’s largest meat company.” The plan right 

now is to make the first sale of an animal product made without requiring the use of an animal by 2018, at 

a price “within shouting distance” of the conventional product, says Tetrick. When I press him as to what 

he defines as “shouting distance,” he offers 30% higher as a goal for the initial commercial offerings. But 
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he insists the problem isn’t solved until clean meat undercuts the prices of meat today. To do that, 

Hampton Creek has more work ahead of it to reduce the costs of its plant-based media. Within the next 

five years, Tetrick estimates, they’ll get there. Already they’ve produced clean chicken nugget prototypes, 

and consumed them – as depicted in a short film they produced – in Ian’s presence. I asked Tetrick how 

he can be so optimistic. 

“Look, we already have 7.5 billion people mouths to feed on the planet.” Tetrick pushes back against 

theoretical opposition to commercializing his ultimate product. “They need to be fed, and so do the 

coming billions who’ll soon be here. I’m quite confident that huge developing nations – especially since 

this is going to solve so many food-safety problems – are going to be very happy to have our product 

when it’s more affordable than their current meat. Even if the EU doesn’t want it at first, countries like 

Israel, China, and Brazil will. After all, what we’ll be selling is just chicken.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jan/31/eat-it-without-the-guilt-the-story-of-the-worlds-first-clean-

foie-gras  
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Children are tech addicts – and schools are the pushers 

When Silicon Valley bosses send their children to screen-free schools, why do we believe the claims 

of the ‘ed tech’ industry? 

As a culture, we are finally waking up to the dark side of new technology. “The internet is broken”, 

declares the current issue of Wired, the tech insiders’ bible. Last month Rick Webb, an early digital 

investor, posted a blog titled “My internet mea culpa”. “I was wrong,” he wrote. “We all were.” He called 

on the architects of the web to admit that new technology had brought more harm than good. 

Yet while geeks, the public and politicians – including Theresa May – grow disenchanted, schools, and 

those responsible for the national curriculum, seem stuck in an earlier wide-eyed era. My instinct tells me 

that this innocence is perverse. As a friend memorably described it, when he gave his three-year-old his 

phone to play with, it was as if a worm had found its way into her head. 

I flinch internally when my five-year-old tells me she plays computer games in what primary schools call 

“golden time” rather than enjoying some other more wholesome reward; and when my eight-year-old 

says that he’s learned to send an email when I sent my first email aged 20, and email has since taken over 

my life and that of every other adult I know. 

Our kids don’t use computers at home. They watch a bit of television, but we don’t own a tablet. Their 

school is by no means evangelical about technology, but I nonetheless feel like it is playing the role of 

pusher, and I’m watching my children get hooked. When they went suspiciously quiet the other day, I 

found them under the kitchen table trying to explore my phone. Unfortunately for them, it’s a brick. 

I’m wary of sounding sanctimonious, and corroding much-needed solidarity between busy parents with 

different views on screen use. But when I see an infant jabbing and swiping, I can’t help experiencing 

what the writer James Bridle calls in a disturbing recent essay a “Luddite twinge”; and the research 

suggests I should trust it. 

Earlier this month the children’s commissioner for England warned that children starting secondary 

school were facing a social media “cliff edge” as they entered an online world of cyber-bullying and 

pornography. According to Public Health England, extended screen use correlates to emotional distress, 

anxiety and depression in children. The American College of Paediatricians associates it with sleep 

problems, obesity, increased aggression and low self-esteem. 

And not only is screen technology harmful to children per se, there’s little evidence that it helps them to 

learn. A 2015 OECD report found that the impact of computers on pupil performance was “mixed, at 

best”, and in most cases computers were “hurting learning”. The journal Frontiers in Psychology 

identifies “an absence of research supporting the enthusiastic claims that iPads will ‘revolutionise 

education’”. Researchers at Durham University found that “technology-based interventions tend to 

produce just slightly lower levels of improvement” compared with other approaches. Even for the head of 

the e-Learning Foundation, proving technology improves results remains the “holy grail”. 

Education technology is often justified on the grounds that it boosts disadvantaged children, yet research 

shows it widens rather than bridges socioeconomic divides. The One Laptop per Child programme, which 

distributed 25m low-cost computers with learning software to children in the developing world, failed to 

improve language or maths results. 

Such evidence does not dent the faith of ed tech’s proselytisers. Children need to be prepared for the 

future, we are told. But companies don’t want children who learned PowerPoint aged 10, they want 

employees who know how to think from first principles. All those mind-numbing software programs will 

http://www.wired.co.uk/article/is-the-internet-broken-how-to-fix-it
https://shift.newco.co/my-internet-mea-culpa-f3ba77ac3eed
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/24/theresa-may-calls-on-social-media-giants-to-do-more-to-tackle-terrorism
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-computing-programmes-of-study
https://medium.com/@jamesbridle/something-is-wrong-on-the-internet-c39c471271d2
https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/2018/01/04/children-unprepared-for-social-media-cliff-edge-as-they-start-secondary-school-childrens-commissioner-for-england-warns-in-new-report/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/sedentary-lifestyles-and-too-much-screen-time-affect-childrens-wellbeing
http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/education/students-computers-and-learning/executive-summary_9789264239555-2-en#.WmnV8ZOFhhF
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00715/full
https://v1.educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/uploads/pdf/The_Impact_of_Digital_Technologies_on_Learning_(2012).pdf
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0895904804266469
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0895904804266469
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/olpc
http://hackeducation.com/2012/04/09/the-failure-of-olpc
http://hackeducation.com/2012/04/09/the-failure-of-olpc
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soon be obsolete anyway. Most coding classes only teach children to assemble pre-made building blocks. 

Silicon Valley executives restrict their own social media use and send their own kids to tech-free schools. 

Technology does not evolve naturally; programs and devices are promoted by those with a commercial 

interest in selling them. Ed tech is projected to be worth £129bn by 2020. This week, the world’s biggest 

ed tech convention, Bett, is in London, “Creating a better future by transforming education”. Google, 

Microsoft and Facebook are flogging expensive kit to cash-strapped schools using buzzwords such as 

“engagement” and “interactivity”. The traditional teacher-pupil hierarchy must be “flipped”, they say, 

“empowering” pupils to direct their own learning. 

In reality, children tap on tablets whose inner workings are as arcane and mystical to them as any 

authoritarian deity – and stare, blinds down, at the giant interactive whiteboard. Children may be 

temporarily gripped, but their attention spans will shrink in the long term.  

Cyber-utopianism promises magic bullets for poverty and the crooked timber of humanity. But it’s old-

school solutions that really work in the classroom: good teachers, plenty of fresh air and exercise, and 

hands-on exploration of the real, physical world. This is even what “digital natives” themselves actually 

want: a Canadian study of e-learning in universities revealed that students preferred “ordinary, real-life 

lessons” and “a smart person at the front of the room”. 

I don’t want my kids fed into the sausage machine of standardised testing and the bureaucratic 

“information economy”. I don’t want them to become robotic competitors to the robots we are told are 

taking their future jobs. I can opt my children out of RE, but where technology is concerned, I feel bound 

by a blind determinism. Surely we have a choice, as humans, over the direction technology is taking us, 

and education is the perfect illustration of this capacity. Our children turn up as blank slates, and learn to 

design the future. It’s time for schools to join the backlash. It’s time to think again. 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jan/26/children-tech-addicts-schools 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/jan/23/never-get-high-on-your-own-supply-why-social-media-bosses-dont-use-social-media
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2015/dec/02/schools-that-ban-tablets-traditional-education-silicon-valley-london
http://www.londonandpartners.com/media-centre/press-releases/2015/20151021-new-body-to-promote-45-billlion-edtech-sector-launched-in-london
https://www.bettshow.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/society/children
http://higheredstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/InsightBrief42.pdf

